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1. Introduction
1.1 What is our project?
Our names are Hannes,Charlie and Austin and we have created an automated landmine
destroying robot called Optimus Mine.
This is a robot designed to automatically target and destroy land mines in countries like
Cambodia and other minefields like Egypt (23 millions) Angola (915 million); Iran (16 million)
Landmines are a huge problem because once they are in the ground they can lay unexploded
for centuries
They hurt people who live in communities near war zones, including countries that still have
70, 80, 90 year old land mines. That's a lot of years
Charlie’s Great, Great Great, Grandfather was hit by an explosion by a landmine during a war
They can also damage larger wild animals such as elephants and a lot more. Wildlife can not
read or understand human signs so they may often walk through warning signs and wires that
block you from going there.
Our robot works like this > our robot magnetically detects a mine and our robot bumps it
without exploding and the hammer activates and smashes the land mine and a protective
shield goes up and shields the robot from the blast
1.2 How did we choose our project?
We originally looked at different ways we could solve a variety of problems to make the robot
detect and trigger a landmine.
We decided it would be safer for humans if we could make the robot automatic because
maybe it would put humans to risk.
We started off by designing early models like these ones but had problems with making the
programming work because when it detected a mine it turned right while hitting and the
hammer wouldn't stop striking.

We chose our project because in cambodia people and animals are stepping on mines
This is what happens !!!!!!!
Robotic legs for elephants

Also, Charlie’s great great great great grandfather got exploded by a mine
1.3 Problems we encountered
We encountered many problems with our robot.
Problem 1: our robot didn’t move. We had to start all over again!
Problem 2: one of our motors didn’t charge! We had to try to find another one
Problem 3: our robot fell of our table! We had to make a new robot
Problem 4: The original program from Lego was not right. Every time the robot detected a
mine it would spin around half way and strike the wrong direction

2. Describe your project design and features
2.1 How does it work?
Our design is called ‘Optimus Mine’ and solves our problem by detecting metal mines with a
touch sensor with a magnet on it hammer will come down and explode the mine
● As you will see we created a robot that works very well and is able to do it’s job
automatically.
● It has a blast shield, hammer and very strong tracks to move along rough rock,war
battled places and rough terrains
● The next thing is that we want to show you where mines are and where they are used
● Lucky we don't have mines in Australia

2.1 Here are our labelled images, photos, diagrams, screenshots
Construction Steps to build the robot base

Then we changed the robot in these ways:,
● Changed the sensor to a magnet / touch
sensor.
● Moved it to the front of the robot.
● Added a blast shield

2.3 Research (What other / similar designs already exist, how is yours an different or improved
idea?)
Our idea is different because our one is auto and real ones need a person to make them work

3. User Manual/Instructions
3.1 How does our project work?
This is how our design works:
● Firstly the program sets the robot running in an area known to contain land mines
● The robot has a magnetic arm which extends out from the front of the robot
● The Optimus Mine robot will travel in different directions seeking out metallic objects
under the dirt or leaves
● When the robot gets close to something metal the magnetic touch sensor will attract
the explosive mine.
● The magnetic arm is attached to a touch sensor which can recognise being pushed or
bumped
● This touch is recognised by the system and the robot will then run the next part of its
program
● The hammer arm swings down to strike the mine exactly where the magnetic sensor is
holding it in place
● We added a blast shield to protect the robot from the blast which usually travels
upwards out of the ground
● If the Optimus Mine robot is not badly damaged by a it will automatically keep searching
for it’s next land mine again and again

3.2 Instruction page using drawings or annotated photos
To make our model work you need to choose the minesweeper program (04) and run it using the middle
button.

4. Conclusion
4.1 What did we learn?
We learned that coding a robot can be very hard but that we can hack a original program and change it to
meet a different challenge. We used an existing EV3 program and hacked it to be able to use the touch sensor
instead of a distance sensor
Finding a way to detect the landmines was difficult, we ended up using a ring magnet because it was easy to
attach to our equipment and would recognise metal

We had to change the code to stop the robot from rotating because it was missing the mine

4.2 What is the benefit to society?
If everyone in the world had access to our product then the positives would be …
Optimus Mine will save lives, prevent injuries and give people access to more farming land which previously
was not safe.
It will run automatically so will not put human operators at risk
Less people will lose their legs in certain countries like Cambodia, including children. This
People with landmine injuries find it hard to work and earn money for their families.
Our robot could actually provide work for people, they could learn to fix them and get paid by working for
organisations who clear land mines.
And will reduce hospitals visits and the costs to families of looking after an injured family member
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21/06/2017

After doing Robotics club at school for a term we decided to take our idea and make a
working model

30/6/2017

We got our mindstorms robot

31/6/2017

started building tracker we nearly made it

1/7/2017

Finished the Track3r model which is the base of our project

2/7/2017

Started exploring and changing the sensors because the base model was not right. It did not
meet the problem we were looking at because it could not detect metal.

9/7/2017

We tested our design but it kept missing the mine. We decided to take off the
distance sensor completely.

12/7/2017

Building the blast shield at our lunchtime Makerspace

17/7/2017

We downloaded the program to run the Track3r base but then had to change the distance
sensor to a touch sensor. We also had to take away the rotation because it was making our
robot miss the mine

03/08/2017

We finished our design! Time to make our posters

3/8/2017

Working on our speech for our project  we presented it at the Young ICT Explorers

competition
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